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About This Game

****Award Winning Game****

A Tower Defence game, that actually allows you to sit inside the turret and come face-to-face with the enemies!

You are Commando Jack, the baddest, meanest, toughest soldier planet Earth has to offer, and it's up to you to save the world
from alien invasion. Build a maze of towers to deal damage to the Aliens, and if that's not enough, jump into your turret and

take those suckers down yourself!

"...unlike anything we've ever played before on our mobiles" — GameTrailers

"...deserve[s] attention." — GameZebo, 4/5

"It is just so satisfying to actually shoot at the enemies..." — 148 Apps, 4/5
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Killer Features
• 46 Levels

• Campaign, Endless, Elemental, Mixed Game Modes
• 38 Upgrades
• 21 Weapons

• 3 Powers
• Multi-tier levels

• 21 Enemies
• 2 Mega Bosses

• UAV - Fly around the battlefield dropping grenades!
• Deploy HUGE nuke damage!

• Turret Ranking System
• Battle Technology upgrading system

• Tower defense with first-person-shooter gameplay. Totally unique.
• Stunning graphics, in full 3D.

• Create your own strategic tower maze formations.
• Tons of levels, hours of gameplay.

• Three stars to collect per level.

For more information or support, please visit www.colossalgames.eu
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Title: Commando Jack
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Colossal Games
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Processor: Less than 6 years old

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 133 MB available space

English
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Perhaps I'll start with the fact that I love the games of the genre of action.
The game welcomes you with interesting music and a pleasant level of pumping your ship.
There are also many skills and a variety of different weapons.
I liked the game, I recommend it!. I don't get anything from this game. How does it play? Why does it show different controls
ingame when I remapped them before? I can only move left and right, how the hell am I supposed to get up?

Controller didn't work btw, partial controller support is a lie.

Main menu is unbelievable already, and you still haven't gotten started yet.

Not even worth to farm cards. Very cute skin and I love the artwork! However I personally perfer the more badass skin which is
Gnabot.

However if you cannot afford that skin or want to keep Gnaw's cuteness, this skin is a must have!. Where do I begin with this?
1. The graphics are horrendous and look like 90's CGI. I bought this in 2016 and the graphics are easily beaten by every other
card game here on Steam.
2. The price is way too high as I payed $4.99 for it on sale and it was way too much. If this were .99 then I wouldn't be writing
this but due to the fact they have the nerve to charge $9.99 for this is unreal
3. The game is a lazy port of the mobile game. Spinning the crystal is proof in that of itself
4. The game is buggy and gives no real understanding of the game as they would rather flashback to the 2 characters staring at
each other and grunting during the battle.

The only positive I have for this is the fact that they tried to make something new instead of being a Hearthstone or MTG clone.
Good on you guys for that!

If you all can fix those 4 things than I will remove my negative review and make it positive. this has got to be my favorite game
when im bored, especially with the new update. Considering the age of the game: This game is just AMAZING. The
atmosphere is dense, graphics still ok and sound is fantastic. Even compared with some just recently released games of same
type this game is still great. I bought this game on sale for about 1 EUR. I guess I never in my life got so much fun after
spending same amount of money.. a nice relaxing game. i like it. nice music. i liek the eat sound lol and i just like the music.
9.5/10. Fun, quick, simple. Some of the one liners made me chuckle a bit. Light hearted humor the whole way through. Game
really reminds me of Bejeweled - In fact it is Bejeweled Twist with the RPG Elements of Square Enix. Its very challenging but
you have to go through the tutorial to really understand it , because if you write off this Bejeweled Themed game as a puzzle
game with a visual skin slapped on it, you will not win at this game.

There have been people who have not been able to run this game. It has to do with people who don't have very high resolution
monitors or their monitor can't support certain resolutions. I've posted a workaround in the forum for this that should work for
everyone but it will result in a 640x480 resolution.
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This is technically an "early access" review, because I got to try this game before it came out when I went to an
arcade\/pinball\/retro gaming convention, right off the bat I talked about how I felt like I was in the 80's when i tried the game
on an actual cartridge.

The game's ost is interesting and deffinately gives off that catchy\/classic retro kind of creepy feel that you'd expect from horror
style games during the NES era and the art style reminds me strongly of Double Dragon and River City Ransom on the NES, but
the question remains, is this game a good game?

The game is an interesting game and deffinately lives up to "Nintendo hard" in terms of how tough old school games were, with
basic gameplay (go to the right, just like a beat em up) but with platforming elements and difficult placements similar to Mega
Man

However, where the game's problems are can be "located" if you will, with no ability to use passwords if you run out of
contiunues or a file to save (although the game may be trying this to capture NES nostalgia, it can feel like a chore if your
required to play througout the game in one run, especially with no way of getting back to where you were if you run out of
continues) and some of the bosses (to my knowledge) take no effort to beat, for example you fight bigfoot on level 2, all I had to
do after losing 1 life was stand on a tree stump without moving and beat that boss fight easy

Overall, the game is a nice game and deffinately feels like an old NES game and its nice to know that new games are being
made these days for old consoles, however, I feel as though (unless this game gets patched) that due to it trying to hard to
"match" the NES, it might actually turn off some people from trying the game, I would get the game if its at a discount or on a
physical cartridge, but be ready for a challenge and be aware that the game can be slightly unfair. TL;DR: Playing this game like
fighting up a hill while blindfolded, then losing to the actual toaster at the top because your sargent took away your rifle in the
middle of battle and someone gave the toaster a nuclear weapon instead of bread. Don't waste your money on this game, not
even on sale.

I hate this game. Every sector you have to start over from square one. The whole of humanity has chronic amnesia because all
research you've done is immediately forgotten upon finishing a fight. The whole map is covered in fog of war keeping you from
knowing where each of the capture points is, the AI on the other hand gets to bee line to each and every capture point on the
map. Infact, that is the extent of what the AI is capable of, and will beat you, not because of brilliant strategy, but because it is
given so many resources it can get nearly double the upgrades you can. Calling this game a strategy game is an insult to the
genre.. We played a few hours last night and we were very impressed. Controls scheme could use some work (like using trigger
to put gun away while also firing lead to a few miss fires... :P) but that's early access. Over all I was way more impressed than I
was expecting. Can't wait to see where this goes :). A short, simple game that should entertain you for a few hours. It doesn't
claim to be more than that and it doesn't pretend to be more than that. It's all a game of it's type needs to be and it delivers. It
doesn't have bugs, doesn't crash, doesn't try sell you other crap, and it's fun to play. Perhaps this would be unjustified if it was
expensive but it's dirt cheap, so if you're looking to expand your indie collection and kill a few hours in the process, this ain't a
bad choice.. Bagus juga , yang permainan Hard lumayan susah.. Excellent add-ons which make the main game even more fun,
well worth it, thumbs up!. As a Junk jack IOS veteran and supporter, I think Junk jack on PC is amazing and heres why!
- better movement (can jump around)
-Shading is great
-Gameplay is smooth
-Theres only certain things on pc that are not on mobile
-music is nice and relaxing
-and much much more!

I rate this game a solid 10/10 But it will get better in the future.. This was my first full playthrough of a real Hitman like game,
granted it was on Easy. But I feel this game is a fantastic introduction to Hitman type games and it's WWII based. A fantastic
mix, the hints and other aids provided (on Easy) make Death to Spies worth it, even if you haven't played HItman games before,
who knows maybe after beating this game you will?. I have played the originial Heroes of Might and Magic, Heroes of Might &
Magic 3: The Shadow of Death, and even a bit of the newer Heroes of Might and Magic VI, and I have to say this is by far my
favorite one so far. Heroes of Might and Magic V was a great game, and this only adds on to it in many ways. Some of the
major additions is the two types of each tier of soldiers that you can recruit, and of course adding an additional faction, the
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Orcs, while not losing many of the great features in Heroes V that were lost in the Hammers of Fate Expansion. Still a very
challenging game overall, but well done. Definitely recomend it, especially if you liked the original Heroes V.
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